Uridan Admiral Mini
By designer Troels Bøgely

The Admiral Mini is inspired by uridan's top selling urinal - the original uridan Admiral. The appearance
and functionality are exactly as before, but the product footprint is reduced by 13 percent ensuring
you can still have your product of choice despite limited space in amenities.
Danish Design:
The Admiral Mini’s stunning shape and smooth curved surfaces ensures the urinal is simple to clean
and maintain delivering a high level of hygiene combined with exceptionally low-cost maintenance.
The uridan Spinnaker privacy screen is designed to complement the design lines of the Admiral
creating a striking look in amenities.
Up Front Savings: A typical flushing urinal is 300% more expensive than the Uridan urinal because
Uridan urinals do not require water, flush mechanisms, sensors and solenoid valves. Uridan requires
only a waste pipe.
Simple Installation: Simply hang the urinal on the mounting brackets (supplied) and connect to the
sewer pipe, prime the trap with 3 litres of water and add uriLOCK. The urinal is now ready for use.
Quick and Easy Servicing: No plastic inserts, deodorising blocks, mats or 3rd party devices are required.
Simply pour in the uriLOCK blocking fluid and the urinal is ready for use. It’s that simple.
Water savings: Uridan waterless urinals save an estimated 50-60,000 litres of water per urinal per
year. As an example, a building with 20 single bowl Uridan urinals will save 1.2mL – equivalent to
*$3,600 - $6,000 per annum! (*Sydney Water pricing)
Sustainable Buildings: Reach water conservation targets with ease with uridan waterless urinals
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Product Specifications:
Models:
 GHMA

Glass reinforced plastic (Wall waste)

Installation:

Wall waste fitting

Colours:
 GHMA:

Available in white, tele grey and black – plus special requests

White

Tele Grey

Jet Black

Ideal for use in:
Commercials office towers, shopping centres, airports, universities, schools, entertainment centres,
sporting facilities, restaurants, hotels, pubs and clubs.

For more information please contact uridan@sums.com.au or call Tel: 02 9986 2700
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